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Public Relations Efforts and News-Value Characteristics
of Organizations: An Exploratory Study

of Their Relative Influence
on Media Visibility

Contemporary journalism texts typitally acknowledge the

importance of both news-values and public relations efforts'

in determining who and what becomes "news."

In spite of such acknowledgement, little is known about

the relative roles played by news values and public

relations efforts in determining news coverage_ Up until

now, researchers irAr iested in news values have concentrated

on source and event characteristics such as prominence,

intensity and proximity With little regard for the role

played by public' relations efforts.2Similarly,. researchers

interested in public relations issues have studied the

influence of public relations activities with scant regard

for the news-value 'characteristics of the organization or

individual conducting the efforts.3

This is not to say that news values and public

relations efforts have never been considered in the same

study. On the contrary, some public relations researchers

have survejed journalists as to why they use. (or might use)
..

the public relations materi ls,they do,4 and/or why they

pitchothers, and "news value " often are cited as reasons

for use or non-use.4 Another group of researchers has

studied journalist-PRprtctitioner agreement on news values

as a predictor of me(dia use of public relations materials.5

But efforts along these lines have been few, and none
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appears to have measured the effectivenss of public

relations efforts while controlling for the news-value

characteristfcs of the sources. As a result, -little is

realty known about the extent-to which news-value

cbaracterisstics of sources and public relations efforts are

independentjy related to news _coverage.

Do public relations efforts play a role independent f

th'e newsLvalue characteristics of the organizations arld

individuals they are promoting? Public relations personnel

often talk as though they d6,6 and much public relations

research seems to assume that they do.7 But without studies

that examine the independent role of public relations

efforts and news-value characteristicsit is difficult to

know.

In an initial attempt to explore this problem, the

author assessed the independent roles of public relations

efforts, research productivity, and school prestige in

securing science news coverage for American medicalischools.
s

Medical ,schools were selected for study for'several

reasons: 1) Medical flews is one of the largest ategorles of

science news;8thus there was likely to be enough news in the

area to get the needed variance on the dependent variable;

2) medical schools typiCally have well-developed public

relations efforts on'behalf ofi'medical research news,9 and

3) it-was possible to ascertain the prestige and

productivity of the schools, using,presige scores developed

. for medical schools,"'and productivity scores derived from

indices of medical research literature:
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Review of the Literature

Resarch on the public rela.tions efforts of scientific

organizations, and on the prestige and productivity of

medical schools; is scant. But it doesT-rovide some bases

for predictions.

Public Relatiohs Efforts. Sachsman, in a .study

environmental coverage in San Francisco, asked 11 reporters

and editors in the Bay area to identify sources of

environmental news items published in an 11-day period. Of

the 200 items that could be identified, 53% were from public

relations sources, and half of these items were rewr itten

press, releases. 11 In another study, Dunwoody examined the

behavior of national news reporters at a meeting'of the

American Association for the Advancement of Sciencg (AAAS),

and found that-public relations efforts were highly

influential in determining which scientists at the'

convention received national news coverage.12

This does not mean that scientists perceive public

relations efforts as influential. In a recent survey of

scientists, Dunwoody and Ryan 'asked scientists about their

perceptions of the role played by public information dffices

in their organizations.13 The findings: Scientists say they

interact to some extent with pu.blic information personnel at

their institutions'_, but_reP.Qrt_thAt_mas_t_s_tonies,

about them in the news media are not the result of such

interactions. In interpreting their data, the authors note

that such perceptions do not rule aut the possibility that

public information personnel are having an influence in

securing media visibility. On the contrary, it could be that
*
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scientists THINK journalists are initiating most of the

contacts they have with the news media, but be unaware that

the journalists they talk to were contacted first by their

organization's public ;information officer.

Given these findings and interpretations, it was

hypothesized that public information efforts on behalf of

medical school research would be positively and

independently associated with visibility of the schools in

mass media stories about medical research.

Prestige and Productivity. Prestige and

productivity were selected as indicators of a sc,hool's

"news -vane" on the assumption that the more productive a

school's scientists and the more solid its scientific

reputation, the more attractive the school will be as a

source for science news.

Although,-empirical data demonstrating a positive

relationship between research productivity and prestige and

jmedia visibility is lacking for scientific organizations,

evidence does,exist for individuals in science. Goode1114

and Shepherd:15 for example, have demonstrated a positive

relationship bet enpfic reputation and media

visibility for individual scientists; similarly, Shepherd's

work sugges _a positive relationship between scientific

,,pr.oductivity and mass'media Coverage of individual

scientists.16
1

toodell suggests that the relationship between prestige

and Visibility exists because journalists have a

"credibil4y criterton" Whtch they apply to news .sources in

science. "HavinI been burned, science reporters are\Ssually
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cautious. If they are not familiar with a scientist, they

check with other scientists about both the would -he

n ewsmaker's personal reputation and his story...The

scientist with a reputation in his field, then, has the

advantage_"17 In her discussion of science newsmaking,
1

Goodell .speculates that organizational prestige, like

personal professional reputation, influences the media

isibility of individual scientists. "If a scientist does

not have a wide personal repuration, he can get attention

from the media by being associated with a widely known

institution. The chances are, reporter's figure, if he has

been hired by Bell Laboratories, or Harvard University, he

is reputable and safe. .18 Assuming Goodell is correct in

this observation, it is not unreasonable to expect that

organizational prestige influences the media visibility of

organizations as"well.

On the assumptiOn that high-producing organizations are

more likely than lesser-producing organizations to come to

the attention of journalists who monitor scientific journals

and write 4a(ut science, it was hypothesized that

organizatiol productivity, like individual productivity,

would be positively and independently related to media

isibility.

All of rhe foregoing hypotheses are expressed in the
4

exploratory model in Figure 1.19

Methods

Eighty -five medical schools, all university-affiliated

4
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medical schools established in the continental United States

as of 1971-72, were asked to participate in this study. 20

With the exception of prestige data (see below), data for

this study consisted of archival and survey data obtained on

eacli school for the calendar year 1979.

Media Visibility. Media visibility scores for each

medical school were developed by analyzing the content of

two major classes of mass media -- national news magazines

and major metropolitan newspapers.

All three of.the major national news magazines -- Time,

Newsweek, andUS News V.World Report -- were selected for

analysis. The newspapers selected for analysis were the New

York Times, Ahe Chicago Tribune, the Los Angeles Times, and

the Washington Post; these papers were chosen on the basis

of their reputations, their geographical locations, and

their availbi.lity for study.

Every issue of each news magazine and 15 "constructed

weeks" of each newspaper were examined for the year. The

constructed week sampling method 21 was used for the

newspapers in an effort to control for time and subject

matter variations in news flow.

All medical research stories that mentioned US medical

schools were coded. Medical research was defined as. studies

conducted at'a medical school or by medical doctors,

presented in a medical research journal, or appearing in the

"medical" or "health" sectilOs of the media'or under the

byline of an identified health or medical writer. A medical

school was defined as any school accredited by the American

Association of Medical Colleges and listed in the AAMC

8
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Directory of Medical Education for 1979-80.22

A medical school was assigned one visibility score for

e ach medical research story in which it was mentioned. One

judge did the coding, but as a check on the reliability of

the coding, a second judge was asked to code a sample of the

articles. The inter-coder reliability, figured as a simple

percentage of agreement, was .81.

Visibility scores were combined across all media after a

principal factor analysis of the scores suggested a large

amount of common variance on a single factor (loadings of

.54-.83 on the first factor of a two actor solution).

ri,blic Relations Efforts. Scores reflecting public

relations efforts were developed using survey data obtained

from medical school public information offices.23

Specifically, public information officers were asked to

answer a brief questionnaire about media-directed efforts on

behalf of medical research produced by their 'school's

faculty. The survey was elected as the source for public

information data after pilot research indicated that most

public information offices would be unwilling or unable to

supply relevant public relations output. Attempts to secure

public relations output bore out the pilot study re,ults.

The questionnaire asked public information officers

about two main areas of Sctivit, with respect to the

n ational news media: 1) the number of news releases

concerning medical school research sent during the year to

e ach of the news media under study, and 2)the number of

other story-based initiatives (or tips) concerning medical

research (such as phone calls, letters, or tip sheets) made

9
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to each of these media. In addition, there was room on the
.

questionnaire to declare any other activities undertaken to

attract national media attention to medical school research:

The survey, which involved three separate mailings as

recommended by Dillman,24 was conducted in the early fall of

1980.

The public information offices of 55 schools responded

to the questionnaire, for a response rate of 65%. Two of

questionnaires were judged unusable and s-o----were dropped from

the analysis. Prestige of the responding schools, as

measured in Cole and Lipton's study of medical school

reputations (see below), did not appear to differ much from

that of the overall selected population. (The mean prestige

score for respondents was 3.83, compared to 3.81 for all "85

schools). )

In a principal factor analysis of all the responses to

questions about public information activity, both flews

releases and tips directed to th,e national hews media loaded

highly (.57-.89) on the first of ten factors. Another item

--"visits to national media" -- also loaded highly (.58) on

the factor. In a subsequent analysis of just these items,

loadings r from .60 to .92 on a single factor (Factor 1

accounted for 58.9% of the common,variance in a four-fractor

solution). Given these loadings, the items were combined to

form a single measure of public relations out4t.

Productivity. The research productivity of medical

schools were developed using Excerpta Medica, a medical'

information retrieval service that indexes articles, from

more than 4,000 primary journals in human medicine.
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Spenfically, the .computer was instructed to count all

publications listed for each school for the year under

study.25

'Prestige. Prestige scores on each school were

obtained from Cole and Lipton's study of medical school

reputations.26 Cole and Lipton asked the 'full-time faculty

of 94 medical schools to rate American medical schools.

Although these ratings are now ,a few years old, there is

reason to believe that they have not changed significantly
r

since they were developed. Similar reputation studies, for

example, have found that such ratings remain relatively

stable over time. 27

Findings

Eighty-nine US medical schools were mentioned in media

articles about medical school research. Visibility stores

(across all media) ranged from 1 story mention, received by

23 scifools, to 32 story mentions, received by Harvard

University. The most frequent visibility score (the mode)'

was 1. The median score was 3.21, and the mean was 5.45.

Forty of the schools mentioned had enough data on the

independent variables to include in the analysis. Fide

_
.-tfiticir§-111-a-1-14-e-r7e -not mentioned but that had responded to

the public information questionnaire were also included.

Visibility scores for these 45 institutions ranged from 0,

received by five schools, .to 32, re4eived by Harvard. The

most frequent visibility score for these Schools (the mode)

was 1. The median score was 3, and the mean was 5.5. A

summary of the scores on each variable in the analysis is
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contained in Table 1.

The variables were analyzed using standard multiple

regression techniques (simultaneous entry of variables).

The intercorrelation matrix for the analysis is contained in

Table 2, and the findings are in Table 3.

As expected, school prestige and research productivity

were both found to have significant independent associations
C

with media visibility .28 The exact size of the independent

relationship for each variable was obscUred by a high

intercorrelation between school prestige and productivity

(r=.85),29 but given t'he strong simple correlations of each

variable with visibility, the associations could be assumed

to be relatively large. Given the high intercorrelations

between the variables, the sizes of the associations could

also be assumed to be similar.

Contrary to expectations, public information efforts

were found to have no significant independent relationship

with', or "effect" on, media visibility. Although a modest

positive correlation was found between public information

efforts and media visibility (as indicated in Table 2), this

relationship disappeared when the prestige of the

organization and the productivity of its scientists were

controlled for in the multiple regression analysis (see

Table 3).

The major findings are expressed in Figure 2.

)*'

Discussion

Since a lack of significant independent relationship

was not anticipated, it becomes necessary.to address

12
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arguments that this finding is a function of the way the

problem was investigated. One argument that could be made is

that the study excludes variables that need to be controlled

in order for the effects of public information efforts to

emerge. One such variable is geographic location. It might

be argued, for example, that schools close to national news

media have an advantage when it comes to getting press'

coverage, and that were one to control for this advantage,

public information efforts would have an effect. Indeed,

several of the qualitative responses on the questionnaires

indicated that the geographic location of a school might be

an important factor in determining whether or not the school

obtained media coverage. For example, the public

information officer of one school in the midwest said that

his school was "on the wrong side of the Hudson River" to

get coverage in the national media. The public information

officer of a Southern California school put it more

directly: "The "national media," she said, "have a tendency

to be East Coast oriented." As a way of exploring this

issue, an analysis was run including geographpic regions as

dummy variables. Results from this analysis (See Table 4)

show that even when one controls for geographic location,

public relations efforts fail to have a significant

independent "effect." Thus the failure of public relations

efforts to have a significant independent relationship with

media visibility is not a function of a failure to include

geographic location in the original analysis."

The fact...that medical school public information

efforts, as defined in this study, do not have a

13
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relationship with media visibility independent of the

schools' "news-value" characteristics should not be

interpreted as saying that medical school public information

offices may have no ,influence at all when it comes to

securing visibility in the national news media.

For one thing, the public information offices could be

playing a "reactive" role, infltiencii7ig media visibility, not

so much by their own initiatives, but by responding to

independent initiatives from the media. A multiple

regression analysis including number of national news media

initiatives (as reported by public information officers)

suggests that public relations offices may in fact play such

a role, though such "influence" is at best slight (beta:.18;

F=2.00, p.=17).

It may also be the case that while public informatioln

offices fail to influence national media with the quantity

of their initiatives, some do manage to influence them with

the quality of their presentations (news judgment, writing

style, etc.). Unfortunately, not enough of the public

relations offices participating in this study responded to a

request for their releases, so it was impossible to

adequately examine quality of output. More research will be

needed before the full picture can be known.

What these data do suggest is that public relations

efforts, defined as number of public information

initiatives, may not be having an "effect" on national

media coverage independent of the "news values" of the

organization conducting the efforts. Such a conclusion

would be consistent with university scientists' per.ceptions
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as measured in the Dunwoody and Ryan study -- namely, that

public relations offices have little influence in bringing

their research to the attention of the mass media.", Such

findings would also 113'e c9nsistent with anecdotal evidence

presented at a recent conference on university public

information efforts on behalf of science. Appearing at the

meeting, Jerry Bishop, science writer for the Wall Street

Journal, noted that he for one-is rarely influenced by news

releases from academic institutions. The reason: He simply

gets too many.

I h've on the floor by my desk, a pile
literally about four feet long and about
two feet high of press releases at have
come in. It's been about thr or.four
weeks since I cleaned the p e out. All
of them are unopened. I a sure there are
some good stories sitting in there, but
it's gotten sp out of hand on releases,
particularly from the universities, t' jlt
I just cannot take the time to do it.

Similar observations have been made by science writers

in recent issues of the newsletter of the National

Association of Science Writers.33

The apparent discrepancy between Mese findings and

those of previous studies, which have concluded that public

relations efforts on behalf of science are "effective," can

be explained several ways.

One possible explanation is that public relations

personnel in medic.al schools may be less savvy about public

information activities than are personnel in the situtations

studied earlier, and so are less likely to produce the types

of initiatives that have an influence.

Another explanation may lie in differences between

15
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subjects and circumstances examined. For example it al be

that public information initiatives were observed to be

important in a AAAS convention, but.not important in this

study because the national news media are less dependent on

public information efforts in theie day-to-day routines

(which these data reflect) than they are in a scientific-/

convention where there are daily deadlines and editors'

pressures to cover "what the other guy'is covering." 34

It may also be the case that public information

initiatives are effective for one set of science reporters-

and not for another: It may be, for example, that public.

information efforts, while not influential with national

news media reporters, would be effective with reporters'on

local newspapers.35 Additional research is needed to

explore such possibilities.

Summary and Implications

This study has demonstrated that under some

circumstances public relations activities have no

relationship or "effect" on media visibility independent of

the news-value characteristics of the,organizations for

which they are working.

From a practical perspective, the data data sound a

warning to public relations practitioners who judge the
r

effectiveness of public relations efforts without taking

into account the "newsworthiness" of the organizations

pyblief-2
ed. Productive and prestigious organizations, like

th roductive and prestigious medical schools in this

study, may obtain national coverage irrespective of the
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amount of public relations activity. Conversely,

unproductive and unprestigtous organizations may have

difficulties getting foverage.

For investigators wizo study the f-ole of public

relations activities in determining what and who becomes

"news," the findings issue a challenge. Previoqs studies

docOmenting the "effectiveness" of public relations

activities have failed to control rior the news values of

sources. Were researchers to do .o, they might find that

public relations activities play a more limited role than

previously suspected.

3.c
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identify the public information office "most likely" to
contact the national news media concerning research produced!
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by the medical school faculty. (Options were medicate school
public information office, medical center public information
office, affiliated hospital public inforniation office, and
other"). In the event 'that the office identified was not

the office of the respondent, the individual was asked to
pass on,the questionnaire to "someone who does work in the
office you have ch'ecked." None of the responding schools
passed on the questionnaire to another office. For 30 of
the schools, the responding office was the only one
designated to promote medical school research with the
national news media. Eighteen of the schools had one other
office involved in promoting research at least some of the
time, Aid'five schools had more than two offices involved on
occasion. A formal test for the interaction of pi}blic
information activity (as defined in the text) with number of
public information offices failed to find any significant
difference.in output between schools with one office and
those with more than one such office, , It thus appears that
the "filtering" technique did not seriously underestimate
the public information activity for those schools with more
than one office.

24 Don A. Dillman, Mail and Telephone Surveys: The Total
Design Method (NY:John Wiley and Sons, 1978)

25 Interested parties may write the author for a detailed
account of the instructions.

26 Cole and Lipton, op. cit.

27 P.M. Blauand R. Z. Marguelies, "The Reputations of
American Professional Schools," Chan e, 6:42 - 47.(1974); A.M.
Cartter, An Assessment of Quality in raduate Education.
(Washington, D. C.:American Council on Education, 1966);
K.D. Roose and C. J. Andersen, A Rating of Graduate Programs
(Washington, D. C.:American Council on Education, 1970).

28The reader will note that statistical tests for
significance are reported in spite of the fact that the
cases in this study were not randomly sampled, and
inferences are not being made to any larger population. The
use of inferential statistical tests with population data,.
while frowned upon by some, is justified on the grounds that
such tests formally test whether any random process --
whether random sampling or another process such as random
measurement error -- could have produced the results. With
multiple regression analyses using population data, we
simply interpret a finding that is statistically significant
at the .05 level as meaning that the chances are five out of

a hundred that the non-zero regression coefficient is a

function of random measurement error (or another random
process).

29The greater the intercorrelation of the independent
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variables, the less the reliability of the "relative
importance indicated by the partial regression coefficients.

30It does seem to be true, though, that school located in
the northeastern section of the United States have an "edge"
on other schools. That is, schools in the northeast part of
the United States are significantly more likely than schools
located elsewhere to be visible in the national press.

Apparently because many "prestigious" schools are
located in the northeast, the relationship of prestige with
media visibility is weakened to the point of insignificance
(p=.16) when region is added to the analysis. It should be
pointed out, however,that the betas for prestige (.27) is
almost as large as that for the northeast (.31), leading one
to suspect that with additional cases, this factor too would
be statistically significant. In sum, it seems fairly safe
to conclude that both organizational prestige and location
in the northeast region are independently associated with
media visibility, though neither variable has as strong an
association as productivity.

31 Dunwoody and Ryan, op. cit.

32 Southern Regional Workshop for University Science Writers:
Proceedings. (Athens, Ga.: The University of Georgia,
1-979-, pp. 27-28).

33NASW Newsletter, 30:6-9, December, 1982. NASW Newsletter,
21:1, May, 1983.

34 Reporters' reactions to Dunwoody 's study of coverage of a

AAAS Convention suggest this may in fact be the case. In her
study (cited above) Dunwoody found that reporters relied a
great deal on public information efforts in determinng what
to write about. A number of journalists who subsequently
read Qunwoody's findings agreed with her, but argued that
the way they cover conventions is not typical of the way
they cover science in general. What really was needed, they
argued, was a study that would examine what they do on a

day-to-day basis. If such studies were-undertaken, they
implied, researchers would find that public information
efforts played a much smaller role.

351n responding to the public information questionnaire,
several public information officers voluntee-red that
obtaining visibility in the national news media is a low
priority iten for them, taking a definite back seat to
obtaining visibility at the state and local levels. It is

not clear why this is so, but one interpretation of such
priorities could be that public information officers believe
they have a greater chance of influencing local and regional
media than they do of affecting national publications.
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RESEARCH PRODUCTIVITY

'SCHOOL PRESTIGE

PUBLIC INFO EFFORTS

MEDIA
VISIBILITY

Figure 1: News-Value Characteris ics and
Public Information Efforts: An Explore ory Model

of Their Relationship to Media Visibility

I
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C

PUBLISHING ACTIVITY .47**

SCHOOL PRESTIGE .39**' MEDIA
VISIBILITY

PUBLIC INFO ACTIVITY 4:

R
2 =.65 **

**beta significant a't<.05

22

Figure 2: Beta Weights Reflecting Relationships between
Public Info Activity and News-Value

Characteristics (IVs) and Media Visibility (DV)
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TABLE 1: Summary of Scores on
Media Visibility, Public Information Activity,

Publishing Activity, and School Prestige

STATISTIC

_Range

Media

0-32

Vis

VARIABLE

Pub Info

0-574

Puhlshg

33-875

Prestige

2.48-5.71

Mean 5.5 107.7 299.4 3.83

Median 3.0 62.0 232.0 3.77

Mode 1.0 0 201.0 3.54

St. Dev. 6.8 135.3 185.5 .67

25



TABLE 2: Intercor elations of Media
Visbility, Public In ormation Activity,

Publishing Activity of Scientists
and School Prestige (n=45)

Pblc Info
Activity

Pblshng
Activity

School
Prestige

Media
Vis

Public Relns Act. 1.00

Publishing Act. .30 r 1.00

School Prestige .40 .85 1.00

Media Visibility .22 .78 .76 1.00

TABLE Multiple Regression Analysis of
Media Visibility with Public Information Activity,
Publishing Activity, and School Prestige (n=-45)

DEPENDENT VARIABLE
VISIBILITY ACROSS MEDIA

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES B beta

Public .Info Activity .00 -.08

1.

Publishing Activity of
Scientists .02 .47**

School Prestige
3.99 .39**

(Constant) -14.50

R
2 ..65**

**significant at .05
*significant at .10

4'

(F=25.94, p <.00)

26
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TABLE 4: Multiple Regression Analysis
of Media Visibility with Public Information Activity,

Publishing Activity, and School Prestige
Using Geographic Regions 1,2, and 3

as Dummy Variables

DEPENDENT VARIABLE
VISIBILITY ACROSS MEDIA

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES B beta

Public Information Activity .00 -.01

Publishing Activity of .02 .53**
Scientists

School Prestige 2.72 .27

Nor'theast Region (G1) 4.53 .31**

Midwest Region (G2) 1.18 .08

West Region (G3) 1.56 .09

(Constant) -12.65

R
2 =.72** (F=16.16 p<.00)

**significant .at .05
*significant at .10

ft. 27


